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EDITOR’S RANT
Many people that spend some of the early years of their career
working in a bar dream of going on to have a ‘place of their
own’.
Many of the country’s best operators began exactly this
way; whether picking up glasses or pulling beers, it is a true
example of workplace evolution to progress to a supervisor or
manager’s role, and work up the business acumen and funds
to themselves go into business.
As the flagging international money market sees hungry
investors trawling the globe for opportunities to better grow
their wealth, Australia’s healthy hospitality scene is looking
tasty. As ROI struggles to surpass three per cent on the money
market, yields on freehold hotel investments are regularly
achieving double that level.
This has put an unnatural emphasis on values in Australian
pubs that has manifested in both the bricks and mortar and
operations. Record numbers and values have been seen in
virtually every capital, as competition between expanding
hotel groups and passive investment drives prices to a peak
not seen since the heady days before the global financial
crisis.

formerly the entry-level option, have come into vogue as
a stronger yield return, which doesn’t tie up capital in an
aggressive market.
All in all, it’s been a watershed year for the pub real estate
sector. In the biggest feature of this kind ever attempted by
this veteran commentator, we present to you this month, 2015

While this competition has made that start-up benchmark all

in review – thus far …

the more unattainable for the aspiring barman, it has seen a
procession of well-established owner-operators and private
investors test the market waters for the depth of their asset.
Metropolitan A-grade properties have traded vigorously, to the
point where supply has waned. Regional properties are being
snapped up by savvy groups and exploratory professional
money-movers. Freeholds – particularly those boasting wellrespected tenants, have traded like commodities. Leaseholds –
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SEPTEMBER NEWS

AHA National celebrates
the best in Australia

“The AHA National Awards for Excellence highlighted the
strength of the Australian hotel industry. Not only was there
a healthy mix of international brands and independent hotels
represented, but also rich geographic representation from
the north west coast of Western Australia to the south of
Tasmania, with CBD and regional hotels recognised along
with resorts.
“The awards showed new heights of sophistication and
dedication to service with judges placing major emphasis
on service standards when determining the winners of the
various categories.
“This is important because Australia is now well positioned to
boost its inbound market thanks to a significantly lower dollar,
but with intense competition for the tourist and business
travel dollar, we need our hotels to be at their absolute best.”

ivy, Sydney

A star-studded guest list attended the AHA National’s Awards
for Excellence, with the best of Australia’s hotel industry
named for 2015.
Guests and veterans gathered at Jupiter’s Casino on the Gold
Coast to celebrate the best hotel individuals and venues from
around the country, determined from the best of every State.
While NSW took a clutch of awards, including the highly
prized Hotel of the Year and Best Entertainment Venue,
Western Australia again punched above its weight with five
gongs including best Redeveloped Hotel, the Cottesloe Beach
Hotel, and Best Bartender, Andrew Bennett from Perth’s The
Classroorm.
Merivale’s indomitable ivy took the prize for Best
Entertainment Venue – backing up taking that title at the
NSW Awards for Excellence last year and the year before, and
previously at the National Awards in 2012.
Furthermore, the Group’s newly appointed marketing
manager, Andrew El-Bayeh, shared the Award for Hotel
Industry Rising Star with The Westin’s Ana Pereira.

Tourism figures show
hospitality driving economy
Tourism Research Australia reports the year ending June 2015
saw an overall increase of seven per cent (432,000) in visitors
to our shores, which is four times CPI and the largest increase
since the Sydney Olympics period, in 2001.
Significantly, leisure-motivated travel drove the growth,
increasing five per cent, and additionally, visitor spend was up
10 per cent ($3.2 billion) to a record $33.4 billion.
The stand-out increases came from China, with an additional
154,000 (22 per cent) people visiting Australia. But New
Zealand remains our greatest source, providing 1,154,000
travellers – an increase of three per cent on FY14.
While NSW saw the Lion’s share of the tourists, Victoria
showed the greatest increase – attracting 11 per cent more
people than last year. NSW increased six per cent, Queensland
eight per cent, and WA a modest four per cent.
Other States saw mixed results: Tasmania grew by a whopping
22 per cent, but off a small base; Northern Territory a similarly
buoyant seven per cent; South Australia and the ACT lagged
one per cent and two per cent (respectively).

El-Bayeh told PubTIC has spent over a decade
in hotel industry marketing, starting with Palace
Group before nearly five years with Keystone,
and after five years with Merivale he still revels
in his work – particularly with ivy’s nightclub
extravaganza, Pacha.
NSW also lay claim to major awards Hotel of the
Year – Metropolitan, which went to North Shore
stalwart The Oaks, and the highlight of the
night, Bevan Douglas, patriarch of Tamworth’s
The Pub Group, honoured into the Johnnie
Walker Hall of Fame.
Stephen Ferguson, CEO of AHA National, says
the depth of talent in the winners bodes well for
Australia’s future.
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SEPTEMBER NEWS
Pub & manager convicted
over DUI death
The Kangaroo Island pub and manager guilty of serving 22
drinks and takeaway to a man who then died driving his car
home have finally been sentenced.

Will says his brother Alex is a builder, and played a large
role in fitting out the Mediterranean-styled venue – as well
as managing publicity around the opening, and bringing in
plenty mates to help prop up the bar.
The hotel’s vacant freehold sold earlier this year for around 3
million.

In June 2013, a regular at the
Penneshaw Pub, Anthony Read,
drank in the venue for over nine
hours and was sold a six-pack of
Bundy RTDs as he left – stating
he would not be driving the 30
kilometres home.
Around ten minutes later he was
killed when his ute crashed into a
tree. His blood alcohol level was
determined to be 0.292 – nearly
six times the legal limit.
In March 2015 the hotel manager and licensee Trevor
Jaggard, duty manager Richard Purvis and employee
Dean Carey were charged with multiple counts of selling
or supplying liquor to an intoxicated person. Carey
subsequently pleaded at Christie’s Beach Magistrate’s Court to
serving Read three drinks. CCTV showed 19 more were served
by Purvis and another manager. Purvis and Jaggard pleaded
guilty to charges relating to serving an intoxicated person, but
charges were subsequently dropped against Jaggard.
In September Magistrate Koula Kossiavelos handed down
a decision on the case, noting its significance because the
Penneshaw was the only venue in which Read consumed
alcohol, and the issue only coming to light due to the tragedy.
“This is the only case of its kind in South Australia involving
the death of a person while driving directly after consuming
the amount of alcohol in question,” said Kossiavelos.
“In hindsight he should never have been served the amount of
liquor that he was.”
Magistrate Kossiavelos issued convictions to both, fining Purvis
$10,000 and the hotel $40,000. Both still face disciplinary
hearings at Liquor Licensing Court.

Brothers resurrect Phoenix
Hotel with big small plans
Brothers Alex, Will and Andrew Cooney have taken on the
leasehold of the beleaguered Phoenix Hotel, with plans to
reinvent the baby of the Paddington pub scene. Sporting a
pared-back décor and trendy share-style menu more like that
of a boutique small bar, the new look may offer a suitable
contrast to the big-ticket gastro pubs of the area.
“We’re not a gastro pub … we aren’t trying to be,” Will Cooney
told PubTIC.
“We want the interior and menu to reflect our Greek heritage
– with something of a Helenic twist on the food.”
6 | September 2015 PubTIC

Phoneix Hotel’s new bar

‘Young’ brewer and mates
to relaunch The Unicorn
The bearded brew-master of Young Henrys has teamed up
with Jake Smyth and Kenny Graham of Mary’s, and Elvis
Abrahonowicz of Porteňo, to make The Unicorn Hotel “a nice
place to drink beer”.
“We always talked about one day being able to run our own
pub, but it always seemed far away,” McMahon told PubTIC.
“Basically, a really amazing opportunity came up, to turn a
beautiful old pub into something great, and I said ‘Well, hey –
are we going to just talk about it, or do it?’”
While the popular craft stylings of Young Henrys will be
present, McMahon says it will be a “pub pub” rather than a
craft beer pub.
“We know we’ve still got to put in the hard yards – which is
kind of nice, and invigorating, and a little bit scary … all those
awesome things!”

MAJOR FEATURE

SEPTEMBER NEWS
Media beat-up on ALH
gaming scheme lacks
understanding
In an apparent misunderstanding of the problem gamblers it
is claiming to champion, the ABC ‘slammed’ Australian Leisure
& Hospitality (ALH), branding its mixed-use loyalty and precommitment scheme as immoral and a ‘Trojan horse’.
The article cited Woolworths as 96 per cent owners of ALH,
and that the scheme is a “direct response to government calls
for harm minimisation measures” in Victoria.
ALH, which is in fact 75 per cent owned by Woolworths, prides
itself on going beyond what is required for responsible service
of alcohol and gaming, and provided PubTIC with some facts
on its Monty’s rewards program.

formally lodged with authorities and ILGA was forced to
investigate.
An initial ruling that patrons were not to occupy the courtyard
after 9pm was overturned on egress and safety grounds.
The ruling has since been modified to say no patrons in the
courtyard after 10pm – despite it being the designated exit to
the hotel’s carpark.
Hunt questioned the rulings, on the grounds that the 1800s
hotel was doing what it does long before the 10-year-old
apartments. The NSW Liquor Act covers such issues, and
imposes an obligation upon the decision-maker in disturbance
complaints to consider the “order of occupancy” between the
licensed venue and complainant(s).

“ALH has partnered with Bally Technologies to deliver
Voluntary Pre-commitment technology across all of our
electronic gaming machines nationally by end of 2015.
“Monty’s Rewards members enjoy a range of benefits
including discounts on food and beverages. Customers with
a Monty’s branded card can access and use pre-commitment
functionality with or without participating in the venue loyalty
system.
“In this way, customers can access pre-commitment
functionality discreetly and without any negative stigma.”
The optional pre-commitment functionality can be used
to limit spend and/or time on machines, and aims to assist
customers to gamble responsibly – particularly those that are
sensitive to asking for help with a potential problem. Precommitment and responsible gambling dynamic messages
appear on the screen.

CBD Hotel courtyard

Noisy former neighbour
scores noise ruling on
CBD Hotel

Great pub minds gather
at Knowledge Exchange
events

The Independent Liquor and Gaming Authority has ruled
on the noise complaints of one vocal neighbour to Stephen
Hunt’s CBD Hotel.

The Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor
Regulation (VCGLR) recently concluded a series of three
Knowledge Exchange events, ahead of its now released three
year plan for the future of liquor and gaming in the State.

The woman that lodged the official complaint was one of a
number of residents that overlook the Hotel, on Newcastle’s
King Street. A government employee who was a tenant and
no longer lives at the address, she passed the complaint baton
to another resident.
The noise complaint stressed that the volume from the
courtyard was “affecting mental health”.
“The police came to see us, and we gave them our phone
number and asked her to call if she had a problem again,”
hotel owner Steve Hunt told PubTIC.
Although a call was never received, the complaint was
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The Knowledge Exchanges are ongoing events involving
licensed venues, police and local government and other
stakeholders. They took place at Geelong in March, Preston in
June, and Wangaratta in late August.
Wangaratta local area commander Inspector David Ryan
spoke at the meeting, and praised the work of industry and
local licensees – around 50 of whom were in attendance.
“We need a very strong liquor industry, run by the people
in this very room who are doing, from our point of view, a
sensational job,” said Ryan.

MAJOR FEATURE

Pub Real Estate

2015

JANUARY
Two quick purchases by one of the country’s best-performing
hotel property owners set the tone for a hot year in the
investment market. Hotel Property Investments (HPI) – the
freeholder spin-off of re-structured pub owner-operator
Redcape – snatched up the ALH-tenanted Magnums Airlie
Beach from Aussie Leisure Group (ALG) for $17.5m and the
Coles-tenanted (Spirit Hotels) The Wallaby on the Gold Coast
for $9.5m, through Ray White Hotels.
Beginning a year that would be strewn with western Sydney
transactions and gaming potential, CBRE Hotels transacted the
Westmead Tavern for $4.5m.

FEBRUARY
Already dodging rumours of an IPO at some stage during
2015, Redcape continued the portfolio shuffle it began in 2014
with the purchase of the top-performing Crown Hotel in
Revesby for more than $30m. Coming in at #19 on the

OLGR list of gaming venues, the Crown was Redcape’s largest
acquisition to date.
In Queensland, five big footprint pubs hit the market through
JLL Hotels. Drinx Group listed Brisbane landmark the Grand
Central Hotel, Redcliffe’s magnificent Belvedere Hotel, and
the Full Moon Hotel, in Shorncliffe. AT Hotels announced
it was parting with the Stafford Tavern in Brisbane, and
the award-winning gaming-centric Sugarlands Tavern, in
Bundaberg.
“The current climate makes for an obvious migration for
New South Wales’ hotel operators to Queensland, especially
those looking at increasing their scale in the market, with
Queensland showing stronger value,” said JLL national
director - pub investment sales, John Musca.
In Victoria, a hot market brought the freehold of North
Melbourne’s Castle Hotel to offer through CBRE, as the
owners determined timing was right for a sale.

Imperial Hotel, Melbourne
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In NSW, after more than a year of speculation, the Bayfield
family officially announced the pending sale of its iconic
Newport Arms Hotel, through Ray White Hotels. News
emerged that the new owner for $47m would be Merivale
CEO Justin Hemmes, bringing plans to begin another project
like his transformation of Coogee’s Palace into a Pavilion.

“In 33 years of business, we’ve never had an enquiry rate like
we have seen with this,” Gerry Quinlan told PubTIC.
After nearly two-hundreds IMs and over 100 inspections,
with enquiries from hoteliers around the country, as well
as developers and businesses, an auction saw bidding fall
short of the reserve. But subsequent negotiations reached an
agreement for around $20m.
After less than 18 months ownership, a partnership split
brought the freehold going concern of Port Kembla’s
Steelworks Hotel back on the market through, Ray White
Hotels.
In Victoria, the historic Imperial Hotel at Clifton, boarded up
since late 2003, was sold through Colliers International to
Shellharbour Workers’ Club for around $2m. Closing due to a
landslide that blocked the tourist route into the area for two
years, SWC has big plans to revive it.

Newport Arms

Wayne Bayfield said the decision did not come easily,
given their desire to sell to someone “who would ensure its
longevity with the community”.

MARCH
As Sydney’s so-called ‘lockout’ laws continued to strangle latenight venues, one of the old-timers of Oxford Street’s party
scene sold through CBRE, as patronage drop drives property
value into other options. The three-level freehold of formerly
thriving business The Exchange sold for $4m.
In similarly troubled Kings Cross, award-winning operators
The Keystone Group determined to free up some capital,
with the sale-and-leaseback freehold divestment of its once
thriving Sugarmill Hotel.
Nearby at Millers Point, the seven-year dormant Palisade
Hotel hit the market through Manenti Quinlan, sporting a new
top-dollar renovation.

Keeping the regal theme, CBRE Hotels sold the Castle Hotel
in North Melbourne for around $3m, and the Prince Alfred in
Carlton for around $4.5m.
CBRE also brought to market the luxurious Continental Hotel
in Sorrento – the only four-storey limestone structure in the
Southern Hemisphere – and popular Melbourne watering
hole, the Waterside Hotel, each boasting “development
potential”.
“The owners of both hotels [were] encouraged to sell due
to the numerous offers they had received off-market,” said
CBRE’s Mark Wizel.
In Queensland, the freehold of Lowood’s Club Hotel Motel
came to market through Ray White Hotels, with a $6.2m price
tag and boasting an inviting property investment yield around
eight per cent.

APRIL
Nephew of “little battler” Bernie Power of Power Brewing,
James Power, bought Brisbane’s “worst vegetarian pub”, the
historic Norman Hotel, through JLL for around $7m. A short
walk from the Gabba, the pub reportedly sells around 200,000
steaks annually.
Greg Maitland’s Independent Pub Group began its exit from
Queensland, selling Nambour’s Commercial Hotel through
JLL Hotels to the Raw Group for around $3.5m.
The Allen Family listed its Denison and Merinda Village
Hotels through Ray White Hotels, in the goldmine town of
Bowen.
A landlord to Australia’s largest publican, the ASX-listed
second incarnation of Charter Hall and Hostplus’ Long WALE
Investment Partnership (LWIP), snapped up two more ALHleased freeholds through CBRE Hotels. Irish Finnegans in
Thuringowa sold for around $11m, and the Upper Ross Hotel
in Rasmussen sold for $12m.
In NSW, the listed Newhaven Hotels sold the Bateau Bay
Hotel through JLL Hotels to Laundy Hotels for $11m.
“The directors of Newhaven believe it is in the interest of all
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our shareholders to sell at this time and in doing so we wish
the Laundys great success with it in the future,” said chairman
Fred Kelly.

Kings Cross hit a new low with the reluctant sale of The
Bourbon by Chris Cheung to Iris Group, through JLL Hotels.
Speaking exclusively with PubTIC, Cheung lamented.

The sale highlighted the desirability of high quality fringe
hotels, with the volume of transactions in the past 18 months
somewhat diminishing supply in cities.

“We were challenged with our master plan for The Bourbon
due to Government legislative changes to Kings Cross,
coupled by media. We had great plans to restore a Sydney icon
and regenerate Kings Cross.”

Similarly, the regional freehold going concerns of both
Windsor’s Hawkesbury Hotel, and the Tea Gardens Hotel,
sold through Manenti Quinlan.
Moving metropolitan, Liverpool’s Macquarie Hotel came to
market through JLL Hotels. John Feros’ JDA Hotels divested
the freehold going concern in arguably one of the country’s
fastest-growing districts to Andrew Lazarus, for a figure
around $20m.
Balmain Pub Group sold its Balmain cornerstone, the
Riverview Hotel, to an unnamed buyer, through JLL
Hotels. Tim Condon had only months earlier bought Patrick
Gallagher’s Le Pub Balmain, with plans to rebrand it to its
original moniker, the Cricketer’s Arms.
Merivale made its first move into the inner west, with the
purchase of the Queen Victoria Hotel in Newtown, through
JLL Hotels. And nearby, Marty Short’s W.Short Hotel Group
snapped up Redfern’s Tudor Hall for around $5.5m – both
veterans with plans for expedient refurbishments and
relaunches.

MAY
A new pub group burst onto the scene with the surprise
purchase of Halcyon Group’s Buena Vista Hotel in Mosman
for nearly $16m, through Ray White Hotels. The Waugh family’s
Mitchell Waugh formed Public House Management Group
(PHMG) with big plans and capital to spend.
Chris Feros put his Panania Hotel to market through Ray
White Hotels, and went on to sell to a partnership between
Mark Malloy and Laundy Hotels for around $15m.
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Pubs of eastern suburbs landmark Paddington continued
to change hands, with Ray White Hotels bringing to market
Haritos Hotels’ Light Brigade. It went on to sell to the cashedup Bayfield family for nearly $9m. The nearby Grand National
freehold was grabbed by a private investor for around $7m,
through CBRE Hotels.

Nearby Port Melbourne saw the sale of former AFL star Corey
McKernan’s Prince Alfred Hotel to brother and sister team
Linda Turner and Steve Schultz, through Colliers International.
Relative newcomer Michael Dixon, son of former Spotless
CEO Bruce Dixon, launched his acquisitive year with the
purchase of the Vincent Hotel leasehold, through Colliers
International. This made three venues for Dixon, who told
PubTIC the group’s business model is based solely on
leasehold operations.
In Queensland, CBMB Hotels sold the freehold going concern
of Southside’s Rocklea Hotel for around $5.5m through Power
Jeffrey & Co, to unnamed hoteliers that “currently operate
pubs in Queensland and NSW”.
Sadly, Rockhampton’s Heritage Hotel, suffering the vestiges
of Cyclone Marcia, closed quietly due to financial stress. FTI
Consulting was appointed to manage the property, which will
be auctioned off at some stage through Ray White Hotels.

JUNE
Light Brigade

Nelson Meers divested the freehold going concern of its top
gaming pub Oasis on Beamish for almost $40m, also through
CBRE Hotels.
On a roll, CBRE transacted the freehold going concern of
Paul Irvin Group’s sprawling Bull & Bush Hotel to developer
Dyldam, for a whopping $50m. The property includes a
generous carpark with development potential for a 30-metre
high residential structure.
Further afield, Ray White Hotels transacted Albert Group’s
Unanderra Hotel in Wollongong for around $8m to a private
investor.
In Victoria, the auction of “trophy asset” the Imperial Hotel
in the Melbourne CBD through CBRE Hotels smashed price
expectations, as Victoria’s hot commercial market saw
values rise and yields fall. The freehold sale price of $11.45m
represented an extremely tight yield of just 3.6 per cent, and
included a long-term lease to Open Door Pub Co.

Imperial Hotel, Clifton

The freehold sale of Woorim’s Blue Pacific Hotel through
Chesterton International was announced. Leased to ALH, the
$8m price tag achieved the six per cent yield range typical of
the blue-chip assets.
Burdell’s North Shore Stockland Hotel also sold through
CBRE Hotels for $2m, and pub baron Bruce Mathieson, 25 per
cent stake holder in Australia’s largest pub group, sold off his
Rendezvous-branded Brisbane accommodation hotel to a
Singapore investor for $29.5m.
In NSW, rising pub developer Iris Group sold its Mercure
complex in Kings Cross and Crown Hotel in Parramatta
to Chinese developer Greenland Group for a cool $170m,
through Colliers International. Purchasing the Mercure in 2012
for $65m, Iris had secured a DA for remodelling the 19-storey
apartment building into luxury residences.
The Laundy Group purchased two venues from Halcyon
through Ray White Hotels: freehold of the ALH-tenanted
Woolloomooloo Bay Hotel for around $20m, and FGC of the
Woolwich Pier Hotel for nearly $15m. The Woolloomooloo
made #33 for Laundy as ALH landlord.

Woolwich Pier Hotel
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The battle to be an ALH landlord heated up, as Charter Hall
and Hostplus announced round two of their pub REITs. Long
WALE Investment Partnership 2 had $200m to spend, and
managing director disclosed it had already “secured four assets
totalling $56 million”.
Geoff Dixon, former Qantas chief and financier of Riversdale
Group, bought the O’Hara family’s first love, Glebe’s Nags
Head, through Ray White Hotels.
“A lot of fond memories,” Dan O’Hara told PubTIC. “It was a
very hard decision.”

just 500m from Hervey Bay.
The Rams Head Hotel in Queensland’s Milmerran sold
through CBRE Hotels, as did St George’s Cobb & Co.
On the Gold Coast, the amazing Boathouse Tavern came on
the market through Ray White Hotels. Having languished in
the care of receivers Ernst & Young, the last of the properties
of former rich-lister Robert Fraser-Scott drew a lot of attention.
“Everyone wants to have a beer around the boat,” Ray White
director Tony Bargwanna told PubTIC.

Ben May, owner of foodie pubs Manly Wharf Hotel and
Paddington’s London, sold the freehold going concern of
Surry Hills’ Central Tavern to Thomas Hotels for around $10m,
through Ray White Hotels.
“You can count on one hand hotel assets enjoying the same
asset profile,” Ray White’s Joel Fisher told PubTIC.
Redcape Hotel Group, fine-tuning its portfolio, divested all
three of its remaining Port Macquarie pubs to Peter Mattick
and Philip Salter’s Matsal Group for around $12m, through
Ray White Hotels. The freehold going concerns of the Port
Macquarie Hotel, Town Green Inn and Tacking Point Tavern
followed the Group’s 2014 sales of the Plantation Hotel and
Moonee Beach Tavern to strategically exit the area.
NSW regional sales came in the freehold going concerns of
the Woodward family’s Hamilton Hotel to Russell Richardson
for around $3.5m, through Ray White Hotels, and the Durkin
family’s Jannali Inn to John Feros’ JDA Hotels, through JLL
Hotels.

JULY
Waugh’s PHMG took another bite at Paddington, with the
purchase of the Royal Hotel for $15m, through Ray White
Hotels.
“We’re multi-generational hoteliers who have been actively
watching the market for blue chip opportunities. We have a
stable of private investors who, like us, are keen to grow our
hotel group platform and position our vehicle for the next ten
years,” Mitchell Waugh told PubTIC.
In Sydney’s west, the troubled Lantern Hotel Group divested
its sprawling, former top-100 gaming pub the El Toro through
JLL Hotels for a generous $24m, to a partnership fronted by
publican Andrew Lazarus.
Much further west, Manenti Quinlan brokered the sale of the
Railway Hotel in Dubbo, and in the Central Coast the sale by
auction of the Kariong Tavern.

In Western Australia, CBRE Hotels transacted the picturesque
Carnarvon Hotel, in Carnarvon.

AUGUST
In Victoria, Dixon Hospitality stepped up the pace, snatching
two more leaseholds through CBRE Hotels: the Middle Park
Hotel, a couple of kilometres due south of Melbourne’s CBD,
and the Newmarket Hotel, in adjacent St Kilda.
“They’re far enough apart to not compete, but close enough
to suit our management,” Dixon told PubTIC.

In regional Victoria, the Millers Inn Hotel in Altona transacted
through JLL Hotels.

The historic Royal Mail Hotel in Jerilderie sold through JLL
Hotels, and Russell Griggs called end to an “amazing journey”,
listing his acclaimed Terminus Hotel through Colliers
International.

And in town, entrepreneur hotelier Bobby Zagame put a
clutch of ALH freeholds up for inspection through CBRE
Hotels, with high expectations. The Seaford and Royal Hotels,
in Melbourne’s Seaford and Fern Tree Gully, are both top-100
gaming venues on high-profile corner sites. The Kondari
Hotel in Queensland’s Urangan sits on an eight hectare site

In NSW, AHA NSW President Scott Leach teamed up with
acclaimed operator Fraser Short to purchase the troubled
Imperial Hotel through JLL Hotels from Shadd Danesi, for
$6.5m. The hotel had recently suffered two OLGR closure
orders in as many months at the hands of former leaseholders,
Spice Group.
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profitability” across much of its pub portfolio – comprised
entirely of freeholds tenanted by ALH.

SEPTEMBER
In Sydney, Irish-oriented Gallagher Hotels made moves to
round its portfolio, acquiring was the top-performing gaming
pub Tiger Bar freehold going concern in Hurstville, from a
syndicate involving the Nasser family, for a portfolio-topping
$28m, through JLL Hotels.
“The Tiger Bar brings operational and geographic balance
to our portfolio, and shows we can do anything from food
outlets and restaurants to traditional pubs to gaming,” Patrick
Gallagher told PubTIC.
Owners of craft beer pubs the Dove & Olive and Keg & Brew,
the Good Beer Company, snapped up Randwick landmark the
Duke of Gloucester from Newhaven Hotels for around $17m,
through JLL Hotels. GBC’s John Azar told PubTIC ‘the DOG’
will be a pub for good food and beer.

It was revealed that the cashed-up Iris Group purchased the
Empire Hotel in Kings Cross for $8m, through CBRE and JLL.
The Empire is located next to a backpackers lodge – recently
bought by Iris – which is next to The Bourbon – bought by
Iris in April. The block could see a large-scale development,
with revised street-level hospitality courtesy of two highlyprized KX liquor licences.
Near the airport, the cashed-up JDA Hotels bought Mascot’s
Tennyson Hotel for a high-flying $27m, through Ray White
Hotels. The OLGR-listed #94 gaming pub enjoys a generous
site and came with an approved DA for a residential or
accommodation offering that could see Feros join the trend of
hotelier developers.
Number #153 on the OLGR’s gaming list came on the market
in Blacktown, through JLL Hotels. Enjoying a 24-hour licence
and 30 EGMs, the Lalor Park Hotel stands to benefit from the
$1bn in approved development applications slated for the
area.

“It’s going to have a fantastic selection of craft beer as well as
feature what we like to call the ‘Golden Oldies’ – traditional
favourites like VB, Coopers and Reschs.”
Near Central Station, Surry Hills’ Royal Exhibition Hotel came
on the market through JLL Hotels.
“We’ve seen hotel transaction yields dip below nine per cent
on a number of occasions in Sydney over the past quarter,
for near-city hotels in quality property locations like Clovelly,
Mosman, Paddington etc. So a further yield compression
is likely into Q1 and Q2 of 2016 for hotels in the very best
precincts,” said JLL’s John Musca.
And emerging as part of the foundations for the massive
Central development by Frasers Property, the historic
Australian Hotel, on the site of the old CUB brewery and most
recently known as the Abercrombie Hotel, went to market
through Ray White Hotels.

Moving south, the freehold going concern of the Mittagong
Hotel was sold through regional specialists Manenti
Quinlan, and in the Riverina, John Hussey put his beloved
Romano’s Hotel up for auction through Chris Tinning & Co to
concentrate on his businesses in Queensland.
Just north of Brisbane, David Spankie’s Homestead Tavern
in Boondall demonstrated the strength of the Queensland
market, selling for $15.5m through CBRE Hotels. CBRE national
director Dan Dragicevich told PubTIC the purchase was
Sydney-based Marcus Levy’s first look into the northern state.
“It’s a sign of NSW operators looking interstate for
opportunities, in a tight market down here.”
The original landlord to ALH, the ASX-listed ALE Property
Group, released its annual report, tipping a “positive” future
amid higher profit distribution and continued “operating

Australian Hotel, Annandale - artist’s impression
supplied by Foster & Partners
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“An unprecedented opportunity to participate in maybe
Sydney’s most exciting mixed use development, where 5000
in-situ residents will reside alongside an outstanding retail and
commercial development,” Ray White’s Andrew Jolliffe told
PubTIC.
In regional affairs, Manenti Quinlan transacted the Albion
Hotel and the Criterion Hotel in Singleton and the Bellbird
Tavern in Bellbird for private owners.
In Victoria, Burgess Rawson transacted two freeholds for
a private investor. The Hawthorn Hotel in Hawthorn was
purchased by the Swinburne University of Technology for
$7.5m, and the Palmerston Hotel in South Melbourne sold to a
Chinese investor for around $6m.
The former star of the ABC’s 90s TV series Sea Change came
to market through Colliers International. With unobstructed
views overlooking Port Phillip Bay, the St Leonards Hotel
occupies a large Commercial 1 block, and is being marketed
as a freehold vacant possession, in light of Victoria’s hungry
property market.
“This one is definitely going to attract developer interest, in
an area perfectly suited to becoming a holiday destination,”
Colliers’ Guy Wells told PubTIC.
In a move to secure infrastructure in its burgeoning
operations, Dixon Hospitality bought the entire portfolio of
17 leaseholds, head office and staff of Michael Thiele’s Open
Door Pub Co, through Cropley Commercial. Dixon told
PubTIC their foodservice-based model makes for a good
“marriage” of the groups.
“It’s very exciting. It’s a great path we’re on, and we couldn’t be
happier,” said Dixon.
In South Australia, Blue Sky Private Equity purchased a
majority stake in Greg Maitland’s Independent Pub Group, to
form the re-branded GM Hotels.
In big money, Business Spectator reported that Charter Hall –
majority stakeholder in LWIP 1 & 2 – may team up with ALH to
offer $650m for the Redcape portfolio of 24 pubs.
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Victoria saw the sale of St Kilda’s instalment of the Elephant &
Wheelbarrow, and the Powell Hotel in Footscray, through JLL
Hotels. In Brunswick, the freehold of popular Melbourne pub
Bridie O’Reilly’s came to market through Colliers International
and Gross Waddell.
Queensland saw Ray White Hotels sell the freehold going
concern of Tingalpa’s Tingalpa Hotel, and list those of
Canungra’s Canungra Hotel, and North Stradbroke Island’s
Stradbroke Island Beach Hotel.
NSW’s north coast saw Manenti Quinlan sell the freehold
going concern of Long Jetty’s Long Jetty Hotel to a syndicate
led by the Laundy Group. And Ray White Hotels transacted the
Mariner’s Hotel in Bateman’s Bay for Abacus Property Group
to a Chinese investor.
Wagga Wagga saw Manenti Quinlan broker the sale of the
Sportsmen’s Club Hotel for around $3m, and Northlakes saw
the freehold of the Coles-tenanted Northlakes Hotel come to
market through CBRE Hotels.
Sydney saw the freehold going concern of future top gaming
pub the Lucky Australian go to market through JLL Hotels for
receivers Ferrier Hodgson, and that of Stanmore’s Salisbury
Hotel come to market through Ray White Hotels. Joe Saleh’s
iconic ‘hatted’ Paddington gastro pub the Four In Hand also
came to market through Ray White.
Waugh’s PHMG took another huge bite into Paddington,
purchasing fellow foodie pub The Woollahra – home of Bistro
Moncur – through Ray White Hotels for a rumoured $32m.
Purchased by John and Sally Ryan in 2011, this was the first
pub sold by the Ryans since 1992.
Punctuating a year of pub finance and acquisition, ALE
rejected an offer by its biggest shareholder, Sydney-based
Caledonian (Private) Investments, to take the remaining 75 per
cent of shares in its portfolio of ALH-tenanted pubs for a cool
premium price of $773.4m. ALE managing director Andrew
Wilkinson issued a resounding ‘no thanks’.

PROFILE

LEARNING WHAT WORKS
There is some serious hospitality going on in Western Australia, with
new and refurbished pubs, bars and hotels and staff being recognised
amongst Australia’s best. Adam Le Lievre reports
Prime examples are: The Classroom – a school-styled small
bar, complete with a library and canteen where you collect
your meal; Dutch Trading Co – a new tavern already rated
amongst the best beer venues in Australia, and of course;
Lucky Chan’s – where you go in Perth for late-night ramen,
and a smorgasbord of scrumptious Asian chow.
One team is behind the three of these venues, and they’re
changing Perth for the better. Part of the team and making
waves of his own is Andrew Bennett: the reigning Australian
Hotels Association ‘National Bartender of the Year’, and one of
three Australian finalists in the Bacardi Legacy Global Cocktail
Competition.
To make the final three, Bennett competed against 15 other
finalists, shortlisted from a record 145 entries, at QT Resort on
the Gold Coast. His creation, ‘The Seventh Art’, will be judged
in San Francisco in February 2016 by an international panel of
industry experts. From now until then he must deliver a fivemonth promotional campaign to build unrivalled buzz and
interest for his drink and its story.
Bennett is a fourth-generation bartender and passionate
advocate for local staff, venues and produce, who’s working
hard to inspire the next generation of WA bartenders. PubTIC
caught up with him in Perth and asked about his plans in the
lead-up to his journey to San Francisco.
Bennett: I’m focusing on the emotional links my cocktail has
with movies, theatre and the idea of being entertained. It has
popcorn in it, which is after all the official universal movie
snack. So I’m leveraging several movie connections, and
hoping to get it into a Gold Class cinema near you!

I’m also appearing at major movie premieres over the
summer, and trying to get to every major festival I can,
including Food and Wine Expos, Margaret River Gourmet
Escape and Taste of Melbourne.
PubTIC: Western Australia is making some serious ground in
the hospitality stakes and being recognised nationally, thanks
to venues and teams like yours. Are the accolades you’ve
received helping business?
Bennett: Every little bit certainly helps, as the local scene has
become super-competitive. Personal awards and accolades
are great, but as the old saying goes, they don’t just happen
in isolation, they’re a team effort. I’m immensely proud to be
part of a great team and be involved with great venues, as we
strive for excellence each day.
PubTIC: WA has a tight-knit small bar and hospitality
community. Where else can patrons taste The Seventh Art?
Bennett: Between now and San Francisco I’ll be doing my
best to make my cocktail into a household name. I’ll be calling
on the support of the local industry and colleagues interstate
and overseas to be making my drink in their own bars, so who
knows, hopefully there’ll be a Seventh Art at everyone’s local
very soon.

L-R: Andrew Bennett, Sasha Verheggen, Adam Keane, Daniel Sterpini
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HOT AND COOL WITH CIDER
Sweet and juicy – and that’s just the GP. Cider continues to make
waves. Clyde Mooney reports
Money may not grow on trees, but cider does. Or at least
apples and pears. And like sun-kissed apple trees cider is
growing, at a rate of knots.
Australia is still relatively young in its appreciation of cider. It
was a drink almost exclusively associated with Strongbow in
this country for a generation.
But from the grass roots phenomenon of micro-breweries and
boutique beverages, an awakening has taken hold with ciders,
and their cousin the pear-based perry. A new generation is
asking “where has this been all my life” and flocking to try the
bevvy of new and sophisticated products flooding the market.
Still primarily seen in this country as a summer drink, drinkers
are warming to the approaching sun and looking for a cider.
Cider Australia’s Australian Cider Awards took place in
September, showcasing 12 classes and six sub-classes,
attracting 155 entries, meriting far more medals than last year.
As the fastest-growing alcohol category¹, the Awards are at
the coal face of cider and perry excellence. With most of this
growth coming from innovation, the boutique brands are
driving the excitement of incoming drinkers to the category.

Image courtesy of APAL (Apple & Pear Australia Limited)
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Awards presented by the national body are determined by
merit rather than must-win placings, and Cider Australia vicepresident Warwick Billings said the medal count means the
judges were impressed.
“This year there were almost double the number of medals
awarded, resulting from a significant increase in bronzes,
which indicates that Australian producers are refining their
cider making skills.
“With such rapid improvement in the overall quality of our
local ciders since the Awards began five years ago, we expect
to see even more exceptional Australian ciders in future years.”
Boutique NSW cidery Borrodell Vineyard won a gold medal
for its Heritage Apple Cider, and Adelaide’s Hills Cider
Company earned two Best In Class, for New World Medium
Cider and Perry.
One of the pillars of Tasmania took a clutch of prizes including
top honours. Willie Smith’s 18 Varieties is produced from
no less than 18 different types of apples, by a 127-year-old
orchard in the Huon Valley – the root of the Apple Isle’s global
reputation. It took home Best Cider, Best Australian Cider or
Perry, and the highly coveted Best In Show.
Judges said the product was very true to type, a Traditional
Medium Cider, describing it as “lifted ... with a lingering fruit
flavour and an attractive bitterness on finish”. Willie Smith’s coowner Sam Reid said the prestigious award honours the entire
crew.
“We couldn’t be happier with this product because it
showcases what is great about Willie Smith’s: we are small
enough to make really interesting cider, but large enough
to get it out to enough people to educate and influence the
category.”

This year also saw the inaugural Award for the temptingly ontrend variation of flavoured ciders, with the new ‘Cider or Perry
with Fruit’. Fittingly, this was awarded to a veteran of the style,
Rebello’s Cheeky Rascal, for its especially created Passionfruit
Pink Lady.
Made from Victorian Pink Lady apples and real passionfruit,
the varietal was the result of feedback from Cheeky Rascal
devotees asked which fruits they would like to see blended
with cider. Originally a limited edition, the supply sold out
before production was finished and the decision was made to
make it part of the core range.
Cheeky Rascal is the product of Rebello Wines’ foray into
cider-making. Rebello is a play on the Italian word for rebel,
and the brand has always done things ‘a little differently’. Its
products use 100 per cent fresh fruit, with no concentrates or
flavourings.
¹Aztec MAT Scan & FiftyFive5 Consumer Tracker March 2015

Big Data
One of Australia’s biggest brewers is undertaking a range of
category shake-ups, and as a burgeoning performer cider is
no exception.
Lion report cider growth at an intoxicating 16 per cent, with
18-24-year-olds making up the largest segment of cider
consumers². Amongst this group penetration is 28 per cent
and growing at over 21 per cent³.
Within this growth, 49 per cent comes from new product
development², and 79 per cent from innovation. Capitalising
on this knowledge, Lion is currently releasing three new
varietals to its well-established 5 Seeds cider brand. They are
deliberately targeted to fuel category growth, with beverages
that appeal to the cider-thirsty 18-24s, in profile, occasion and
innovation.

Bright Apple uses the naturally sweet taste of Gala Apples to
appeal to the sweet taste palate of young adult drinkers, who
enter the category through beverages with a sweet flavour
profile4.
Premium Cut: “best enjoyed
after dark”. Intended to ‘extend
the cider-drinking occasion’ by
pitching to be the ‘upbeat, party
nights’ drink, which account
for 18 per cent of all 18-27 year
old drinking occasions5, it is
described as having a “subtle
sweetness, and a clean, dry
finish” and has a party ABV of 5.5
per cent – higher than the rest
of the 5 Seeds range.
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it is created to be easy-drinking and refreshing, with a low
bitterness and smooth apple finish courtesy of apple juice
concentrate added during filtration.
“Redd’s Apple-Ale is crisp like an apple, and brewed like a
beer.”
Atop innovation and the general trend toward
‘premiumisation’, another factor influencing many categories
of beverage and food is ‘local’. Coca-Cola Amatil is going
for this angle with its Pressman’s Cider, which celebrates the
provenance and flavours of Australian produce by using 100
per cent Goulburn Valley apples.
The name is a tribute to the original ‘Pressmen’: the
“hardworking and tenacious individuals who dedicated their
lives to making cider the traditional way”.
Produced in Yenda, New South Wales, by CCA’s Australian
Beer Company, Pressman’s is available in draught, bottles
and cans. Launched just last year, it has already won several
awards including two silvers at the 2015 International Cider
Awards in the UK, and two bronze and a silver at the recent
Australian Cider Awards.
“We wanted to create a refreshing cider that heroes the crisp,
dry and bold flavours of Australian apples grown by local
farmers,” says ABC general manager Derek O’Donnell.

Night Orchard: again appealing to the occasion night, this
challenges the popular RTD market by mixing cider with a
“dash of premium distilled vodka”. Available in two variants:
apple cider with vodka, and with vodka and berries, Night
Orchard is 5 Seeds distinctly premium option.

“It’s important to us to be supporting local manufacturers. By
working together to produce great-tasting cider, we believe
we can recruit new consumers to the category, and educate
them on the wonderful flavours that exist within cider.”

Lion is investing over $7 million on the releases over the
next 12 months, which is double 5 Seeds’ investment in the
previous year. On-premise collateral will include coasters,
table talkers, posters and plasma images, and some eyecatching options such as counter tubs and ‘illuminated bottle
glorifiers’.
While cider consumption has largely been driven by female
patronage, many men find it a great alternative to beer at
certain times. Honing in on this, Carlton & United Breweries
released a ‘hard’ cider – as alcoholic ciders are often known
overseas – with a distinctly male-skewed image.

Mercury Hard Cider is promoted as a ‘masculine’ drink, with a
hard ABV of 6.9 per cent, and a darker hue indicating its depth
of flavour. Beginning November is it available in 49.5L kegs,
as well as cans. CUB has achieved impressive draught market
share with Bulmers, and Mercury will make a worthy addition
for cider-friendly venues.
“Publicans will now have a new and exciting cider offering
to drive penetration in a growing and margin accretive cider
category, while recruiting new drinkers to the category with
a clearly differentiated draught product,” said CUB’s head of
cider, Brian Phan.
In a reverse example of the innovation in cider, CUB is
also pioneering an American-made apple-flavoured beer:
Redd’s Apple-Ale. Billed as a ‘contemporary flavoured beer’
Image courtesy of Australian Beer Company
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Young & Flying
In boutique Australian cider, five-year-old Flying Brick Cider
Co is an old hand. The self-confessed “quirky” brand with the
oxymoronic name and style-bona fide range of 100 per cent
natural ciders, is a noteworthy example of a concept that is
quite literally, flying.
Found in a booming number of discerning Victorian pubs and
licensed premises, and its own Flying Brick Cider House, the
secret has spread to a smattering of Queensland and South
Australian venues. Flying Brick told PubTIC it now has its sights
set on expansion into New South Wales.
“Cider drinkers of all ages are appreciating the difference
between a 100 per cent natural product, as opposed to some
of the mainstream reconstituted or synthetic offerings,” said
FBCC’s Luke Holland.
“Coming into summer, demand for cider is on track to go
ballistic. Cider is a refreshing, delicious beverage that could
not be better suited to the Australian climate and lifestyle.”
The core range of Original, Pear and Draught all boast a trophy
case of awards, but the Cider House features a micro-cidery,
crafting up small batches available only there such as Kanzi,
Fuji, and Ginger, Lime & Chilli.
A big name in small breweries, Young Henrys has crafted
quite a reputation in craft beer. Less known but no less
amazing are its indulgences into cider and spirits.

“Everything – from the sweetness, to the tartness, to the
cloudy appearance – is completely natural. We have even
been known to crush the apples at the brewery straight into a
fermenter.”
While the bearded brewmasters of inner-Sydney recommend
their Cloudy Cider served “cool, but not cold” the category as a
whole is on fire.

Young Henrys is right onto the sustainable and local market
appeal. In beer that translates into Australian malts and hops;
in its Cloudy Cider it means using apples grown in orchards as
close to the brewery as possible.
Made from a 50/50 blend of Royal Gala and Pink Lady apples,
it contains no added sugar, syrup, chemicals or even water.
The apples are fermented, YH add a dash of carbonation,
done.
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The Inaugural Drinks Industry Show
The Drinks Industry Show is an exciting new trade show for
the drinks industry, showcasing the best in wine, beer and
spirits from across the globe.
The show reconnects producers and distributors of alcoholic
beverages with on-premise and off-premise buyers,
providing unparalleled access to a wide range of decision
makers from different industry verticals, responsible for the
procurement of wine, beer, spirits and mixers.
This inaugural show will feature an interactive exhibition,
taste testing, mixology demonstrations, master classes,
educational seminars, a networking lounge, the Brand
Ambassador Bartender Takeover party and is home to this
year’s Australian Bartenders Guild Classic & Flair National
Cocktail Competition.

Master Classes
Visitors will be able to connect and engage with industry
leaders in the fields of whisky, rum, beer, cider and cocktails,
and will be given the opportunity to learn more about the
categories. Master classes feature well known industry
personalities including:

The show will provide a platform for meaningful connections
with suppliers in a trade-only environment. Entry to the
show is complimentary and exclusively available to industry
professionals, with no general public in attendance.

Exhibitors
Bar and pub owners and restaurateurs will see, discuss and
compare an entire show floor of exhibiting alcohol suppliers
and distributors, sampling and ordering directly from the
stands.

•

Pat McEwan, brand manager, Jack Daniel’s

•

Chris Middleton, director, Whisky Academy

•

Laura Hay, whisky specialist, William Grant & Sons

•

Matt Barnett, brand ambassador, Beam Suntory

•

Ian Kingham, director, Institute of Beer (IOB)

•

Danielle Allen, co-owner, Two Birds Brewing

•

Neal Cameron, head brewer, Australian Brewery

•

Ed Carr, master winemaker, House of Arras

•

Ben Davidson, spirits education manager, Pernod
Ricard

•

Gee David, national training manager, South Trade
International

•

Hayley Morison, national brand activation manager,
Beam Suntory

•

Jason Crawley, managing director, The Drink Cabinet

•

Ollie Stuart, national brand ambassador, Campari
Australia

Seminars
Visitors will have access to educational seminars that aim to
enhance sales, marketing, customer service and social media
to stay relevant in their industry.
Also discussed will be current issues, reforms and political
reactions to the late-night environment, and the industry
at large. Seminars are delivered by leading industry experts
including:

“
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•

Sandra Przibilla , CEO, The Drinks Association

•

John Green, director liquor & policing , Australian
Hotels Association (AHA) NSW

The industry has been waiting for a show
like this to come along! We represent
the Elite Bartenders of Australia and look
forward to building the profile of all our
Industry as a whole.
Sheena Hartcher - President, Australian
Bartenders Guild

EVENTS

“

Australian Bartenders
Guild (ABG) Classic &
Flair National Cocktail
Competition

“I will be painting the real picture of
the late night economy by focusing on
relevant statistics including those from
the CBD and Kings Cross over the last
few years and comparing the political
reactions to the locally developed
solutions.”
John Green – Director Liquor and
•

John Hart, CEO, Restaurant & Catering Association
(R&CA)

•

Richard Basil-Jones, managing director, Ebiquity

•

Simon Ford, managing director, Shopper Tracker
Australia

One of the only brand-independent championships across the
globe will take place at the show across the two days, with the
heats on day one and the finals on day two. The respective
winners will be flown to Tokyo to compete in the International
Bartenders Association’s World Cocktail Championships, in
2016.
The competition provides unique entertainment and attracts
senior bartenders from around Australia who will have the
opportunity to show their passion and creativity in a skilled
profession.

Brand Ambassador
Bartender Takeover
(BABTO) Party

Benefits of Visiting

The industry’s top personalities gather to show off the
drinks, skills and brands that they’ve dedicated their lives to
representing. Meet the masters behind your favourite products
as you taste, try, mingle and mix along. Sip and stack up the
winning drinks from some of this year’s most publicised
competitions, including Diageo Reserve World Class, Bacardi
Legacy, Angostura Challenge, and Suntory Cup.

•

Sample and order the latest products, vintages and
brands that drive customer satisfaction

•

Establish new relationships with industry suppliers,
distributors and fellow buyers of alcohol

•

Identify new markets from which you can purchase

•

Hear about current issues affecting the drinks industry

•

Attend exclusive masterclasses, live demonstrations and
seminars, showcasing the latest and greatest on offer

•

Watch the ABG Classic & Flair National Cocktail
Competition in action

•

Connect with appropriate suppliers in a trade-only
environment

•

Learn how to enhance sales, marketing, social media
and customer service techniques

Contacts
Date: 		

Monday 16 to Tuesday 17 November 2015

Time: 		

16 Nov 10am-5pm, BABTO party 5pm-8pm

		

17 Nov 9:30am-5pm

Location:

Crystal Palace, Luna Park Sydney

Phone:

02 9556 7985

Email:

info@drinksindustryshow.com.au

Registration:

www.drinksindustryshow.com.au

“

The Drinks Industry Show is also a great
opportunity for Australia’s restaurants,
cafes and caterers to trial Australian wines
and other beverages that suit their menus.
John Hart - CEO, Restaurant & Catering
Australia (R&CA)
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OUTBACK & PROUD

Birdsville Pub… an Aussie icon
This pub is a must on the bucket list of anyone who dreams of
experiencing the great Australian outback.
Story & images by Greg Smith
Out in the middle of nowhere, or the centre of the universe to
some of us, Birdsville is much more than just a pub.

commerce, and the reason for Birdsville’s existence, and
income, ceased to exist.

But without the pub, you’d have to wonder if there would
still be a Birdsville. Built in 1884, two years after the inaugural
Birdsville Cup, the Birdsville Pub was built to compete with its
neighbour across the street, the Royal Hotel.

There was still just enough traffic, mainly cattle drovers,
to keep the town going, and the pub survived its “Royal”
competitor; Ruins of the old Royal Hotel still stand today as a
great photo opportunity.

Birdsville, or Diamantina Crossing as it was originally officially
known, was a busy little town back then. It even had a cordial
factory. Locals liked the name Birdsville, and so it was re
gazetted in 1887.

Over a century later, the Birdsville Pub continues to serve
the best coldies within 500km. And even though the local
population only numbers just over 100 souls, there are times
you’ll find little room to bend the elbow at the bar.

The town’s original main purpose was as a collection point
for customs excise from interstate traders, but after Federation
in 1901 the States ceased to charge tolls for cross-border

Dubbed ‘Schoolies for the Over 50s’ the Birdsville Cup attracts
around eight thousand punters to town every September for a
weekend’s revelling.
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This is the dinkum outback. Things are done a little differently here. When the front
bar at the Birdsville Pub gets a bit crowded, the kerb becomes the out-front bar, and
one of the busiest blokes in town is the front-end loader driver who collects the
empty cans from the gutter next morning.
These days The Cup is not the only event that swells the population of this tiny
outback community. The pub is the after-party venue for the annual Big Red Bash
country music festival, which could come to rival the Cup in attendance figures.
There’s also the odd desert crossing event, like the Big Red Run: a three day Simpson
Desert marathon that both starts and finishes at – where else but the Birdsville Pub.
Now that’s a way to really develop a thirst.
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